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Today is World Food Day and ADRA is giving you the chance to join this global movement to end hunger. Our matching opportunity continues, so your gift to feed families will be multiplied by seven http://www.adra.org/site/R?i=garn1Jw-9UaJbVxtz5ywxw

This year’s theme is Family Farming: Feeding the World, Caring for the World and it's an idea that is close to our hearts. We work with families around the world, training them to grow food successfully wherever they are.

ADRA provides solutions by creating sack gardens, building greenhouses, and introducing drought-tolerant crops. These are a few examples of how your donations keep people nourished even in the worst circumstances.

Please donate now while every matching gift turns one dollar into seven to help families feed themselves http://www.adra.org/site/R?i=55PHrr0dO6y39wbv7bfcnA

Gratefully yours,

Jonathan Duffy

Jonathan Duffy
President
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